RACE 5
Tuesday, June 19, 2012
RACE 1
HIGHS AND LOWS - Highs and Lows is a horse that can come
right back with a step up the condition ladder. He's had a start
over the course and he isn't facing anyone extra tough. He won
confidently and I'm feeling confident for him again.
JAZZUNTA - I stated last time that Jazzunta was not a one-time
wonder. I don't know how he was 22:1 two back. He's a
contender again today.
BLUE BY U TOO - She has decent enough late pace and she was
closing quicker than Jazzunta when they last met. She should light
the board blue.

RACE 2
POUR ONE MORE - Why wouldn't we?
WIDMO - The jock is unknown to me but at least knows the
horse. Widmo has been to the border once before which should
help. I can say with confidence Widmo will be closing ground in
the stretch and if things get too quick too early Widmo has an
advantage that may be overlooked by some.
CRYPTOGRAPHY - Trainer Justin Nixon is 29% with first time
starters and the dam has 4 winners from 5 foals to start so this
horse would be no surprise to anyone.
RACE 3
FIRSTIMAGE - Picking against MishMash bit me in the bald head
last time so what have I got to lose? MishMash is the one to beat
but Firstimage has a start to help matters today and it's expected
to be fast. I think he has a chance to beat Mishmash.
MISHMASH - He ran tremendous for a horse on six days rest. It's
tough to argue with his current form.
POWER GRID - Power Grid did the dirty work for a good winner
in his last race. He drops to face easier competition today and is a
threat to go wire to wire.

RACE 4
CHUVALO - Taking a chance that the drop and dirt will make all
the difference.
VILIK - Vilik was closing out of last place and ran a very good race
behind a winner that just had a head start. If Vilik can stay a little
closer in the first half mile he could be a strong presence when all
is said and done.
PAY THE BAND - Best of the rest.

CHA CHA FOR NOW - This is the third start of his fit cycle and
his numbers are competitive. I'm going to give him a slight edge.
TETHRA'S WORD - You are going to get a little better price
today but the question remains, will you get a better effort? I'm
going to chalk up the poor result to the wet track but I didn't see
anything inspiring in Tethra's Word last time in a race that she
dominated on paper.
BAILEY'S RING - Just about got her done in that last race against a
nice mare. It's possible but she is going to have to run hard again
to win the 5th.

RACE 6
HOWWONDOFULITIS - Yeah, it was a dull effort but the track
was a mess and she was wide. She's better than that and I have to
give her a strong look on a fast track.
TITANIUM JANE - First start of the year but the barn can have
her ready and she has some nice morning works in tow.
COMEONCOMEONCOMEON - She has been a nice cheque
earner and I like the fact that she is cutting back from a two-turn
race in the slop to a preferred distance.
RACE 7
PRINCESS NATALIE - She's a gamble but it seems like she should
move up on the turf and I think she entered for the dirt just a
couple of days ago so if she scratches and runs here the barn might
be sending a message.
ZEE BEAUTY - She has better numbers plain and simple. For that
reason I have to put her somewhere for the fact she will face
easier company today.
CALL TO SERVE - I don't really care for her in this spot but how
do you argue with what she's done at this track. Consider,
however, that she has not been so good while running two turns
and that’s the case today. She has good turf stats on both sides of
the family. Plenty to like but plenty to consider.

RACE 8
TOMORROW CAME - City shipper has been here before which
may help today. Slight edge.
DREAM CRUSADER - I might be sorry for not taking this horse
on top. She has had excuses in recent races and today she gets
more ground which should play to her advantage. You’re probably
looking at a nice price too. First round at the Tiki bar is on YOU!!
PLAYMOBIL - Last was easy but she crawled at a pace she likely
won't see today.
Most Likely - HIGHS AND LOWS (1st)
Upset Special - SHER'S EXPECTATION (6TH)

